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RELIABILITY
WHY
Higeco More

Productivity,
efficiency,
value.

Choosing Higeco More means relying on a multi-disciplinary team of professionals
with consolidated international experience in the field of monitoring and control
systems. Experts who design and implement the best solutions for the management
of modern renewable energy production plants.
More efficient management, more productive plant.
Our experience guarantees customers reliable and “turnkey” specific
solutions. We design our systems ensuring optimization according to
their specific requests. Monitoring and control devices are supplied from
our in-house production facility and also integrate third-party devices to
offer complete SCADA solutions. We install and commission our systems,
always guaranteeing the customer a practical and problem-solving
approach and dedicated after-sales support.
The efficiency of our customers’ plant portfolio is guaranteed by Vision,
one of the most sophisticated asset management web platforms on the
market today. Vision is capable of providing real-time indications on
the performance and operation of the plants. Robustness and reliability
combined with infinite customization possibilities makes Vision the ideal
work tool for O&M operators and Asset Managers.
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“

After an intense market research, we discovered Higeco More solution: a
range of hardware and software solutions able to satisfy the most diverse
necessities of data acquisition and management and we started to test
them successfully in our plants.
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2017, Valerio Senatore
Country Manager & Managing Director at Voltalia Italia
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TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS
SOFTWARE
The Higeco More Software Development Team is an added value which sets us apart
from our competitors. We offer advanced tailor-made functionality complete with
customised tools for optimising the workflows in the O&M field and asset management
according to customer specifications.

SERVICES
The Higeco More service ensures that the installation and commissioning of our
systems is accomplished in an orderly fashion, minimising time and cost.
Effective technical support and quick solutions to any kind of problem is all part of our
service offer.

ENGINEERING
Our engineering team boasts years of international experience in technical consulting
and design of remote monitoring and control systems for renewable energy power
plants. Our expertise also ensures that our solutions are compatible with the strictest
Grid Codes worldwide.

HARDWARE
Our hardware is designed and MADE IN ITALY by us and is the result of solid experience
in the field of industrial monitoring and remote control systems. Each product is fruit
of the constant effort to meet the daily needs of our customers by providing reliable,
versatile and innovative data loggers and devices.
Daily innovation for excellent products.
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SOFTWARE
The only asset management platform
that will suit you and your needs

CREATE VALUE FROM YOUR DATA
Vision is a web-based platform for the management of renewable mixed portfolio assets. Vision
guarantees an increase in quality and efficiency in all asset management activity. Starting with the
analysis of productivity and economic return in real time, to the management of field maintenance,
warehouse and advanced reporting, to the custom development of new features.

Vision has a modular structure based on plugins
which can be added to increase its
functionality. This modular structure allows for
easy management and gives the user (O&M’s,
EPC’s, asset managers and shareholders) the
ability to customize the platform according to
their needs.

Vision guarantees complete access to
information of the whole portfolio and moreover
is compatible with any third-party data loggers
already present in the system. In this way there
is no need for costumer investments for any
hardware replacements.

FLEXIBILITY AND INNOVATION:
characteristics that make the
Vision platform UNIQUE
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Centralized
control

Extreme
usability

All your plants
on one interface

Available the application for
smartphones and tablets

Acquisition of data and alarms
in real time

Suitable for any type of user
(Asset managers, O&M’s,
popretario, EPC’s ...)

Compatible with SCADA
third-party devices
Advanced user management
with specific
permissions and roles

Intuitive and easy to use
graphical interface
Reliable and secure platform

Unique,
like your business
Modular structure that allows you
to create the perfect platform
for yoIur needs
Ability to create
infinite custom KPIs
Ability to automatically create
and export any type
of custom report

Notifications by email
and SMS
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HARDWARE

SERVICES & ENGINEERING

DATALOGGER
Our technical skills combined with knowledge and understanding of international regulations and standards,
allows Higeco More to support customers in defining the specifications of the SCADA system and in
developing the project, optimizing implementation costs and ensuring the best efficiency and reliability
possible.
Each customer is constantly supported by professionals who have developed a practical approach, aimed
at “problem-solving”, and able to satisfy the most diverse technical requests.
Higeco More tests its solutions ensuring that all design requirements
are validated. Our experience allows us to successfully complete
commissioning both in the field and remotely, with the help of local
technicians chosen by the customer and to guarantee a precise and
punctual organization of the work.
The delivery of our systems to the customer is always accompanied
by a training phase on the use of the tools made available and
anticipates the activation of the after-sales support service.

Higeco More is your
added value for
management of the
renewable assets

Our hardware is designed and produced in house in Italy and is the direct result
of our dedicated software engineers experience in the industrial monitoring
sector. Perfect for satisfying every requirement relating to remote data collection
and management.

MONITORING PANEL
The Higeco More monitoring panel can be configured according to the
communication architecture to be implemented and the devices to be acquired.
It guarantees the collection all the signals coming from the field in an orderly
and efficient way. It can be optionally equipped with backup battery, switch for
network connectivity or modem with SIM card.
The perfect solution for large photovoltaic systems.

POWER PLANT CONTROLLER
Designed to meet the highest quality standards for large photovoltaic installations
and power plant control. Setpoint adjustment, signal tracking mode, operating
logic for off-grid/mini-grid systems and back-up battery. Just to name some of its
strengths.

SCADA SERVER
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
SCADA
DESIGN
TESTING &
COMMISSIONING
TRAINING
SUPPORT &
AFTER SALE
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Complete and flexible infrastructure to accommodate the SCADA system
software. The solid metal rack cabinet can be configured according to the level
of protection and conditions of use. It can be equipped with double UPS with
external battery management, redundant devices and automatic failover from
one server to another. Prepared for optional fiber optic connectivity.

STRING COMBINER
HSC (Higeco String Combiner) is an array combiner for strings of photovoltaic
panels. It is installed between PV panels and the inverter and provides DC current
aggregation and complete monitoring solution. It can be paired with monitoring
devices to measure the current, voltage and temperature to ensure the availability
of the strings and to maximize generation.

METEO STATION
Created for large photovoltaic parks, in addition to all the main data from
irradiation to wind direction, Higeco More meteo stations can integrate dedicated
sensors such as pyranometers and precipitation, temperature, humidity, pressure,
wind sensors. A complete on-board monitoring system ensures data storage and
transmission even when power is not available thanks to the backup battery and
the redundant modem connection.
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FLEXIBILITY
PROJECTS
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EGYPT - PHOTOVOLTAIC

HUNGARY - PHOTOVOLTAIC

Benban, Aeso & Abeso 126MW
PV plant facility SCADA

Kaposvar 100MW
PV plant facility SCADA

SCADA System design, supply, commissioning and
power plant controller integration for two photovoltaic slots of the Benban complex, in compliance with
Egyptian Grid Code.
Main SCADA functionalities:
- Data acquisition
- Human-machine interface with PPC
- Complete layout customization including network
map, Single Line Diagram and tracker view
- Meteo station integration
- Data aggregation and custom KPI generation
- Interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Sequential events recording
- Historical data storage
- Custom automatic reports
Client: TSK

SCADA System design, supply, commissioning and
power plant controller integration for two 50MW pv
slots, in complaice with Hungarian Grid Code.
Main SCADA functionalities:
- Data acquisition
- Human-machine interface with PPC
- Complete layout customization including network
map, Single Line Diagram and tracker view
- Meteo station integration
- Data aggregation and custom KPI generation
- Interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Sequential events recording
- Historical data storage
- Custom automatic reports

PANAMA - PHOTOVOLTAIC

GAC SGR - RENEWABLES

Penonomé, El Espinal, El Roble, Pesé 176MW
PV plant facility SCADA

Italy 121MW
PV - HYDRO - BIOGAS

SCADA System design, supply, commissioning and
power plant controller integration for four phtovoltaic
projects, in compliance with Panama Grid Code.
Main SCADA functionalities:
- Data acquisition
- Human-machine interface with PPC
- Meteo station integration
- Interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Sequential events recording
- Historical data storage

More than 40 PV plants in operation serviced by a
completely tailor made monitoring platform capable
of managing solar, hydro and bio-mass power plants.
This is the key to success made possible by the Higeco More monitoring center.
Main system features:
- Data acquisition
- Meteo station integration
- Interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Sequential events recording
- Historical data storage

Client: TSK, THESAN

Client: GREEN ARROW CAPITAL SGR

Client: CMC
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GSF - PHOTOVOLTAIC

MONCADA - PHOTOVOLTAIC

UGANDA - PHOTOVOLTAIC

E2E - PHOTOVOLTAIC

Italy 150MW
PV plant portfolio DAS revamping

Italy 70MW
PV plant portfolio DAS, revamping and NOC

Tororo & Bufulubi 20MW
PV plants facility SCADA

Italy 70MW
PV plant facility SCADA

Design, supply, installation and commissioning of the
data acquisition systems for a pv portfolio composed
of 171 plants – 150MW in Italy. All the operations
for the complete revamping have been completed in
3 months. All the installations are controlled and managed by Higeco More Vision Platform, that guarantees the supervision of more than 300.000 signals,
including each photovoltaic string and passing through MT lines, auxiliary systems, trackers, inverters, meters and weather stations.
Main Vision Platform functionalities:
- Unique interface for all the portfolio
- Data acquisition and integration
- Custom layouts and views
- Troubleshooting ticketing system
- Inventory management
- Interface with GSE and Agenzia Dogane
- Interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Custom automatic reports
- Historical data storage
- Data Export		
Client: GLOBAL SOLAR FUND

Moncada Energy Group decided to rely on Higeco
More for the data collection from its plants. Thanks to
the powerful and reliable dataloggers of the GWC
family, the customer managed to implement a robust
and reliable data collection network for his second-level SCADA.
Main system features:
- Data acquisition
- Human-machine interface with PPC
- Layout customization for booster/MPPT
- Meteo station integration
- Alarms and Warnings

SCADA System and Power Plant Controller design,
supply and commissioning for two photovoltaic plants, in compliance with Uganda Grid Code.
Main SCADA functionalities:
- Data acquisition
- Human-machine interface with PPC
- Complete layout customization including network
map, Single Line Diagram and tracker view
- Meteo station integration
- Data aggregation and custom KPI generation
interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Sequential events recording
- Historical data storage
- Custom automatic reports

More than 65 solar power plant in operation, a booming growth with a performance increase close to
4%, these are the numbers of E2E achieved thanks to
the monitoring platform by Higeco More. Engineering services, commissioning and fine-tune setup were
the ingredients for a turn key solution appreciated by
the customer.
Main system features:
- Data acquisition
- Interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Historical data storage
- Single platform for automatic calculation of system
availability

Client: MONCADA ENERGY

Client: METKA, BUILDING ENERGY

Client: E2E
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USA - PHOTOVOLTAIC

COSTA RICA - PHOTOVOLTAIC

Annapolis, Harford, Musgrave, Geneva, Snyder Road 40MW
PV PLANT DAS

COOPERATIVO 6MW
PV plant facility SCADA

Data Acquisition System design, supply and commissioning.
Supervision of more than 12.000 signals from the plants, including
meters, inverters, weather stations and each string. Main DAS
functionalities:
- Data acquisition
- Human-machine interface with PPC
- Meteo station integration
- Interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Sequential events recording
- Historical data storage
Client: BUILDING ENERGY, GROSOLAR

SCADA System design, supply, commissioning and power plant controller integration for the biggest photovoltaic plant in Costa Rica, in compliance with local Grid Code.
Main SCADA functionalities:
- Data acquisition
- Human-machine interface with PPC
- Data aggregation and custom KPI generation
- Interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Sequential events recording
- Historical data storage
- Layout customization including communications map, system single-line and tracker view
Client: THESAN

CALTAGIRONE - PHOTOVOLTAIC
Italy 12 MW
DAS PV
DAS (Data acquisition System) design, supply and commissioning for
a 12MW photovoltaic plant in Caltagirone (Italy).
Monitoring: Supervision of more than 8.000 signals from the plant,
from each photovoltaic string passing through the 12 MT lines, cabin’s
auxiliary systems, inverters, meters and the weather stations.
Main KPI: Key Performance Indicators, Comparison between ‘thin
film’ panels performance and monocristaline-policristaline reference
cells.
Client: VOLTALIA

CHILE - PHOTOVOLTAIC
Peralillo, Alto Solar, El Queule, Villa Prat 16MW
PV plant facility SCADA
SCADA System and Power Plant Controller design, supply and commissioning for four photovoltaic projects, in compliance with Chilean
Grid Code.
Main SCADA functionalities:
- Data acquisition
- Human-machine interface with PPC
- Meteo stations integration
- Interactive Alarms and Warnings
- Sequential events recording
- Historical data storage
Client: BUILDING ENERGY, SCOTTA
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CONTACTS

CALL

(+39) 0437 - 86039

EMAIL

info@higecomore.com

FOLLOW
FIND US

Higeco More

Via Toscana, 13B, 20136 Milano (MI), Italy
Via Cal Longa, 48, 32030 San Gregorio nelle Alpi (BL) Italy

www.higecomore.com
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